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NOTICE

When U.S. Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used for

any purpose other than a definitely related Government procurement operation,

the fact that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way

supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other data, is not to be

regarded by implication or otherwise, or in any way licensing the holder or

any other person or corporation, or conveying any rights or permission to

manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that may be related thereto.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters are relatively low thrust (tens of
newtons force), high specific impulse (several thousand seconds), space pro-
pulsion devices which require large amounts of electric power (multiznegawatt)
for optimum operation. MPD thrusters will be used in a variety of space
missions wherein large velocity differentials will be required under low
acceleration conditions. Thus, the MPD thrusters will be required to operate
in a steady state condition for long periods of time (days) within the space
vacuum (pressure <10-10 torr) environment. This combination of operating
conditions imposes severe problems in MPD thruster hardware design. The
nature of these design problems is such that design margins are small and
hardware must be thoroughly tested to insure that it will function properly
under intended usage conditions. For example, wear-out characteristics of
electrodes at the high current densities, high surface temperatures, and high
heat fluxes must be determined in development tests conducted prior to mission
use. It is known that electrode wear is a strong function of background
pressure level, if this pressure is above 10-4 torr. These development tests
could be conducted either in space or in an earth-based high vacuum
facility. Though space testing would provide the ideal environment for
thruster development in terms of (1) determining the effects of background
pressure on electrode wear-out rates, (2) determination of plume expansion
characteristics, and (3) evaluation of thruster performance, large electric
power levels will not be available in space within the required development
program time envelope. Also, space testing would be very inflexible and
costly. In particular, experimental studies of several potential thruster
designs will certainly be precluded. Ground testing is the only feasible
alternative, even though no currently available ground-based vacuum facilitx
can meet the simultaneous requirements of moderate vacuum (pressure 10-4

torr) and relatively high propellant mass flow rate (approximately 6 g/s).

As previously stated, there is no currently available facility which can
meet the simultaneous requirements of an MPD thruster electrode life test pro-
gram (pressure <10- 4 torr, a flowrate of 6 g/s, and electrical power dissi-
pation of several megawatts). The traditional method of testing MPD thrusters
in ground-based vacuum facilities is to use a pulsed mode of operation (Refs.
1-5). Required flow rates are established for only milliseconds duration,
with flows overlapping electric power pulses to the electrodes. Fast response
instrumentation measures thrust and power transients and transient plume char-
acteristics; specific impulse and power conversion efficiency are evaluated
from these transient data. The vacuum systems have sufficient volume that the
short duration flows do not raise the internal pressure above that which would
compromise test data. While these tests have provided a wealth of basic data,
they are unable to provide information on a number of critical MPD thruster
performance features. For example, these tests do not allow for determination
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of thruster wear-out rates because too many tests would be required over too

long a test program duration. Also, it has been established by some investi-

gators (Refs. 6 and 7) that the background pressure level has a large effect

upon electrode wear rate for pressure levels above 10-4 torr. The current

pulsed-operation tests need to be extended to more prototypic operating con-

ditions. Accordingl , steady state ground tests at appropirate operating

pressure levels ((10 - torr) are required to establish realistic MPD thruster

operating parameters in a real space environment.

The steady state test conditions of pressure (10-4 torr, temperature near

ambient (300 K), and mass flow rate of 6 g/s represent a volumetric rate of

approximately 4 x 107 liters per second. A literature search by the U.S. Air
Force has determined the steady state capabilities of existing vacuum facili-

ties in the "free world" (Ref. 8). The operating parameters of some of the

larger of these facilities, which are located within the continental United

States, are listed in Table 1. Most of these vacuum systems employ oil-type

diffusion pumps. Some also incorporate cryogenically cooled (4 to 20 K

helium) surfaces for added pumping capacity. Though some of these vacuum

systems are not in use and have large internal free volumes (e.g., up to

100 ft dia by 122 ft height), none have sufficient flow or heat removal rate
capacity. The largest systems might accommodate flows to 1/4 g/s and heat

loads to a few hundred kilowatts.

The Air Force has used a vacuum facility which is located at the Uni-
versity of Stuttgart in West Germany for space simulation testing of MPD

thrusters (Ref. 9). This facility has a volumetric flowrate capability of

approximately 4,000 1/s at a pressure level of 10- 4 torr. Thus, it falls
short of the pumping rate requirement by a large margin. The vacuum pumping

capacity curve at the Stuttgart facility is shown in Figure 1.

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) was given a contract by the U.S. Air
Force to assess the feasibility of designing a moderate vacuum (approximately

10-2 torr) space simulation MPD thruster test facility suitable for steady

state operation and life testing of MPD thrusters at several maegawatt power

levels and at flow rates of argon gas up to 6 g/s. (The vacuum requirement
was later increased to 10-4 torr.) Toward this objective, a number of commer-

cial vacuum system vendors were approached to determine the present status of

pumping systems. These included (1) Leybold-Heraeus, (2) Dresser Industries,

(3) Consolidated Vacuum Corp. (CVC), (4) Edwards High Vacuum, (5) Stokes,

(6) Kinney, (7) Fuller Corp. (Sutorbilt), (8) Corona Pumps, (9) Varian,
(10) Balzers, and (11) Croll-Reynolds. These companies' products cover a wide

variety of vacuum pumping systems based upon the following: Roots type

blowers, mechanical type roughing pumps, steam ejectors, oil vapor diffusion

pumps, oil vapor booster pumps, turbomolecular vacuum pumps, cryogenic pumps,

ion pumps, and liquid ring pumps.

A discussion of the capabilities of the various types of vacuum pumping

systems is presented later in this report, based upon literature supplied by

-2-
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the;se various manufacturers and based upon discussions with their, representa-

tives. This discussion points out the limitations of present vacuum systems

with respect to satisfying stated obiectives. This report also documents the

effort which was directed toward evaluation of available ground-based vacuum

facilities, and the subsequent conceptual design effort to develop advanced

vacuum pumping systems when no suitable facility was identified. These

advanced pumping methods would be suitable for use in a new ground-based MPD
thruster test facility. As a part of the conceptual design effort, ANL con-

tacted various vacuum system manufacturers' representatives to determine the

current status and availability of vacuum pumping systems. This effort is

discussed in a subsequent section, followed by ANL's evaluation of advanced

pumping systems. Finally, rough cost and performance comparisons are made for

the proposed candidate systems.

STATEMENT OF WORK

Argonne National Laboratory will do a research study and design a high

altitude simultation test facility suitable for steady state MPD thruster

operations and life tests.

(1) The fCist phase will deal with advanced pumping concepts. Teer.-

niques shali be identified and evaluated for providing the very

large pumping speeds required to test the MPD thrusters. System

performance estimates shall be prepared to identify the most pro-

mising concepts.

(2) The second phase will consist of a preliminary design study to

determine the interactions between the thruster and the facility
created by the operating MPD thruster. These effects may include,

but are not limited to, induced magnetic fields, plume attachment to

chamber walls, and induced voltages in the electrical lines. These

interactions of the thruster with the chamber shall be used to es-

tablish design criteria to be used in Phase III.

(3) The third phase will be the conceptual design of the facility. This

shall consist of the design of the test chamber, pumps, support

equipment, DC power supply, and data acquisition system to measure

thruster primary performance characteristics, such as thrust, spe-

cific impulse, electrical to thrust power conversion, propellant

flow rate, plume studies, erosion tests, and heat flux measure-

ments. Criteria established in Phases I and II shall be employed in

developing this conceptual design.

(4) A cost effectiveness determination shall be made for the system.

Each must be weighed by its merits as well as cost and impact upon

the rest of the system. An ongoing facilities search shall also be

made to locate existing facilities which could meet the test re-

quirements as an alternative to new construction/procurement.

-3-



DELIVERY SCHEDULE

ANL shall prepare for AFRPL the following:

(1) Three copies of a monthly technical letter on or before rne fif-
teenth day of each month, covering the preceding month.

(2) Three copies of a monthly financial status report on or before the
fifteenth day of each month, covering the preceding month.

(3) A technical presentation to AFRPL, at the conclusion of Phase I, to

determine the feasibility of being able to design a test facility

capable of meeting the test requirements.

(4) A technical presentation to AFRPL, at the conclusion of Phase III,

and one copy of a final report, no later than three months after the
conclusion of effort. The final report should include a conceptual

design of the test facility as well as a cost analysis and cost

trade-offs. This final report will be used to compare the advan-
tages/disadvantages of a ground test facility versus a space test
platform.

S.

V
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SYSTEMS REVIEWED

CONVENTIONAL PUMPING SYSTEMS

A large number of pumping systems (and combinations of subsystems) were

reviewed, based upon literature made available by, and discussions with, com-

mercial vacuum system representatives. These systems are discussed in the

following paragraphs with the intent of showing the logic which resulted in

the elimination of most of them. (Note that the initial volume flow rate re-
quirement was only 106 1/s at the initially required vacuum level of 10- 2 torr

compared to a flow rate of 4 x 107 I/s at a vacuum level of 10-4 torr.)

Roots Type Mechanical Pumps

Various manufacturers make large meshed-lobe (Roots) vacuum pumps in

a wide range of volume rate capacities. These mechanical blowers are usually

staged to accommodate the overall presssure ratio, with smaller sizes and a

lesser number of blowers used in the higher presssure ranges. The largest
Roots pumps have volume rate capacities in the range of 20,000 to 60,000 1/s.
but are limited in pressure gain to a few torr from a lower range of 10-

torr. Power zeqirements and casing overheating become excessive if pressure
ratio is increased beyond design limits. Only the first stage of a mechanical

vacuum pumping system need be considered in scoping calculations because

subsequent stages of mechanical pumps become inconsequential in size and cost

compared with the first stage due to the great reduction in volume flow rates
at tne higher ?ressures. For the initial system (10-2 torr) with a volume

flow rate of 10 l/s, 20 to 60 of the largest mechanical pumps would have been

required for the system. However, the practicality of providing ducting of

sufficient flow area to the pump inlets was questioned even for this phase of

the test program, since several "acres of pumps" were envisioned. The

conductance losses of the vacuum piping would have been so severe that even
more pumps (than noted above) would have been required, unless the piping were
nearly as large in diameter as the vacuum vessel itself. When the required
steady state vacuum level was changed to 10-4 torr, the number of mechanical

*O pumps became even more impractical, so this type of pumping system was
abandoned as unworthy of further consideration.

Oil Vapor Diffusion Pumps

Many manufacturers make diffusion pumps with sizes up to 1.22 m (48

inches) in diameter. Table 2 shows pumping capacities of typical oil vapor

diffusion pumps (from Varian Corporation) with a range of 384 mm to 890 mm
diameter. The unit-area capacity of these pumps at their choking limit is

seen to be nearly constant (decreasing slightly with larger pumps). Since

diffusion pumps are not effective at inlet pressures above 10- torr (see
Figure 2), they were not considered for the initial vacuum condition. For the

later requirement of 10- 4 torr, a pump inlet area of nearly 60 m2 would be

-5-
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required for a volume flow rate of 4 x 107 i/s. When conductance and cold
trap losses are considered, the inlet area increases beyond 100 m. Thus,

several hundred of the largest oil vapor diffusion pumps would be required to
handle the gas load at the required pressure and at ambien-t temper3t re, with

some margin from choking. These parameter values eliminate diffusion pumps

from further consideration.

Turbomolecular Pumps

Pumping speeds of turbomolecular pumps range up to 9000 l,'s for a

750-mm (30 inch) inlet diameter. These pumps have a flat pumping speed char-
acteristic over a pressure range from 10- 1  to 10-3 torr. A typical pumping
characteristic curve obtained from the Balzers catalog is shown in Figure 3.
This pumping curve shows that turbomolecular pumps "choke out" with back pres-

sures of the order of 1 torr, and have to be protected from inlet gas pressure
higher than 10- 2 torr to preclude motor burnout. With a volume flow require-
ment of 4 x 107 l/s, a total of 4000 of the largest turbomolecular pumps would

be required. This large number makes their use too costly and impractical.

Steam Ejectors

Though steam ejectors are widely used in industry for moderate
vacuum service (approximately I torr minimum absolute pressure), they are cap-

able of operation to considerably lower pressure levels. Figure 4 shows
typical "pressure versus steam-to-gas mass flow ratios" for different commer-

cial ejector designs from Croll-Reynolds Corporation. This figure shows that
the ratio of steam required to exhaust air (or argon) at pressures down to

3 x 10- 3 torr is of the order of 3000 to 1. For 6 g/s of argon, a flow of 18
kg/s of steam would be required. Though this flow rate is not impossible, it

is considered excessive and would require a large dedicated steam supply.
This conclusion is even more certain in view of the fact that the vacuum pres-

sure requirement was extended to the 10-4 torr level and consequent steam
requirements would increase by approximately a factor of ten. In the early
work of this program, a combination of steam ejectors in the high vacuum por-

tion of the system with liquid-ring roughingpumps seemed to be a possibility.
Much of the steam requirement would have been eliminated by the liquid ring
pump which acts both as a steam condenser and vane-type gas compressor.
According to Kenney Vacuum Corporation (Ref. 10), the use of steam in ejector
systems at moderately high vacuum is made practical by use of electrical
heaters on the expansion nozzles to keep them from icing. Calculations were

:i made for staged steam ejector systems with and without liquid ring pumps,
using a standard ejector computer design program to determine performance

characteristics. The performance capability depicted in Figure 4 was veri-
fled. However, further consideration of the use of steam ejectors was aban-
doned when the pressure level requirement was lowered and use of argon gas in

a recirculation mode at low pressure was seen to be a rational alternative
which offered additional advantages as will be discussed later.

-6-



Large Modified Axial Turbocompressors

Use of the compressor sections from surplus jet engines (J-57's) was

briefly considered at the start of this program. At an equivalent inlet

"Mach #" of 0.5, the pumping speed of one compressor would be over 60,000 lis.

Ten of these units driven at 9,000 RPM by modified starter motor drives (each

developing ten horsepower at twice nominal rated rotation speed) would permit

operation of the vacuum facility in the low 10-2 torr pressure range. Again,

operation at even lower pressures precluded further consideration of this

pumping scheme as first stage units.

Oil Vapor Booster Pumps

The vacuum industry developed a variant of diffusion type vacuum

pumps approximately thirty years ago to handle large gas flows at moderate

vacuum levels, called "oil vapor boosters." Constant pumping speeds up to

22,000 i/s over a range of inlet pressures from 10-2 torr to 10-4 torr can be

obtained from existing designs of nominal 36 inch inlet diameter. A typical

operating characteristic curve and equipment layout is shown in Figure 5 for

an Edwards High Vacuum Company system (Model IOOB4). The largest sizes of oil

vapor booster pumps have not been built for the last ten years by either tne

Edwards company or by CVC, which has a comparable design. However, ooth

companies stated their willingness to resume production given enough volume of

business (perhaps ten or more units). By themselves, the maximum capacity oil
vapor booster pumps do not have enough pumping speed to attain a 10- 4 torr

pressure level at argon flow rates of 6 g/s. Some 720 units would be required
for this set of operating conditions. However, the oil vapor booster pumps

lend themselves to become intermediate stages in a vacuum pumping system

described later as one alternative to achieve the requisite vacuum and flow

capability.

Cryogenic Vacuum Pumps

Commercial vendors supply vacuum pumping systems based upon cryo-

• pumping -- gases and vapors condense on cold surfaces in a batch mode of

operation. Units are available from several manufacturers with pumping speeds

in the range of 20,000 to 30,000 I/s. Special designs could probably be

obtained for even larger unit pumping speeds. However, the high flow rates of

condensibles in the proposed system would limit the net o:erating time of the
vacuum system to approximately an hour between regenerations. This unaccept-

• able operating characteristic of commercial cryopumped systems led to the~"continuous cryopumping" concept which is proposed as an alternative later in

this report.

VACUUM SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

The plume which emanates from an MP'D thruster may have a wide range of

expansion characteristics, depending upon choice of thruster desigrn atid MPD

-7-
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operating parameters. In attempting to provide a physical vacuum system which

can accommodate a reasonable sampling of thruster designs, a number of assump-
tions about plume characteristics had to be made. Also, some of the plume

characteristics could be inferred from other known parameters. The vacuum
chamber reference design (i.e., size of tank) was made with the assumption of

a fully expanded plume. Using literature values (Ref. II) of specific im-
pulse, jet velocities are obtained. Using data which indicate that approxi-
mately 90$ of the momentum is due to magnetoplasma interaction effects, the
"thermal expansion" energy is inferred. This energy allows calculation of an

equivalent thermodynamic temperature. Knowing the equivalent plume thermo-

dynamic temperature and system static pressure, equivalent gas density is
calculated. Plume area is then calculated from the gas mass flow, density,

and velocity according to the mass continuity equation. It appears that plume

expansion to a diameter of 3 to 4 meters is likely for this extreme case. The
vacuum tank diameter must be larger than the plume to accommodate it and auxi-

liary equipment. For a reference tank design using rolled aluminum sheet, a
tank diameter of approximately 5.8 m can be obtained with a single longitu-
dinal weld. Arbitrary tank length is obtained by stacking ring sections and

using girth welds. The question of arc interaction with a metal (conducting)
tank was not addressed in the present study. Either a nonmetallic (insulator)

lining could be used to preclude arcing to the walls, or the tank could be
made from some nonconductor with appropriate strengthening. A preliminary

stress analysis showed that an aluminum tank (5.S meter diameter and 20 meter
length) having 25 mm wall thickness and five ring-type stiffeners on 3 meter
axial spacing could withstand vacuum induced forces while providing sufficient
porting space for vacuum pump connections. Since the MPD thruster facility
requires a power supply, a cooling water supply, and other support facilities

in addition to a building to house them, the vacuum system sizing was done
keeping an available experimental area at ANL in mind. An enclosed high bay
building having a floor area of 30 m by 40 m with a free height (below a 10-
ton bridge crane) of 10 m is compatible with the above design parameters.

p,

p
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torr. Achieving a plume static pressure level less than 10-4 torr using only

preboosters and oil vapor boosters was found to be impractical.

It was concluded that a means had to be found to boost the inlet pressure

to the pumping system. Preszire recovery using a diffuser appeared to be

practical. The assumption has ceen made that some pressure recovery (a multi-

plying factor of three to five) would be obtained in a supersonic diffuser

located between the thruster's exhaust plume and the inlet to the first-stage

pumps. Such a diffuser is a required item for each of the proposed vacuum

systems, and the common design requirements are discussed later. Suffice to

say that the pressure ratio of the diffuser required for the argon prebooster

system is modest in terms of potential pressure recovery. The general "rule

of thumb" in hypersonic low Renolds number flow (in the continuum flow regime

down to transition flow) is that 80% of a normal shock pressure ratio is pos-

sible. At Mach No. equal to 7, a pressure regain of fifty is thus possible,

based upon a reference to upstream static pressure. We hope to attain roughly

one-tenth of this pressure ratio at the lower operating pressure levels of

interest. The volume flow rate (shown in Table 4 ) at the inlet to each stage

of pumping is seen to constantly decrease, even though more argon gas is being

recirculated at each stage to drive these ejectors. After Stage 3, the volume

flow has been reduced to approximately half of the inlet capacity of one of

the large oil vapor boosters. This reduction in volume flow rate is accom-

plished both by an increase in pressure, and by a decrease in the absolute

temperature due to mixing warm vacuum tank effluent with cold driver expansion

gas. Despite mass flow increases in the prebooster system, mixing cold

expansion flow from the driver nozzles has a significant effect in reducing

the mixed gas temperature and absorbing enthalpy. The prebooster stages will

be insulated from the warm ambient to take full advantage of this effect.

Figure 6 displays the information in Table 4 in block format and adds informa-

tion about interstage pressure, temperature, flows, and calculated sizes of

passages. Flow lines in Figure 6 also show that the recirculated argon gas
goes to each ejector driver through electric heaters that are needed to

preheat the argon to optimize the jet expansion process; using ideal gas law

thermodynamic relationships, near optimum temperature, pressure, flow area,

* and velocity values are derived and recirculation argon flow is minimized.

The referenced vacuum tank and pumping system, constructed from commer-

cially available equipment, are shown in Figure 7 (side view, end view, and

partial cutaway top view of the tank and oil vapor booster pumps). As con-

figured, this system can achieve pressure levels in the low 10-2 torr range

with 6 g/s of argon flow. Ten para]lel pumping systems are pictured. Pro-

vision for two additional pumping systems (total of twelve) is depicted in the

side porting. The oil vapor booster pump systems are connected into a common

discharge manifold which serves a number of functions: (1) fewer (four)We' mechanical backing pump systems (one redundant) are required; (2) any oil

vapor discharged with the booster exhaust will condense and drain back into
the booster boilers for recovery; and (3) the recirculated argon flow can be

-10-
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PROPOSED ADVANCED PUMPING SYSTEMS

Three different vacuum pumping system concepts were developed during the

course of the present study. These include (1) an argon gas prebooster system

coupled with oil vapor booster pumps and mechanical backing pumps, (2) a con-
tinuous cryogenic vacuum pumping system, and (3) an axial linear magnetic

induction plasma pump. These concepts are described in following sections.

Table 3 presents a summary of the key features of the three concepts.

ARGON PREBOOSTER/OIL VAPOR BOOSTER COMBINATION

The oil vapor booster designs available from several commercial companies

cannot by themselves meet the simultaneous requirements of pressure and flow

for the MPD thruster (approximately 720 units would be required). Use of a

set of staged ejectors ahead of each of the oil vapor boosters was considered
in order to reduce the required number of units and achieve the required pres-

sure and flow conditions. Argon was chosen as the working gas in these

ejectors because it would already be available within the vacuum system at the
required subastmospheric pressure, and because argon has desirable vapor pres-

sure and expansion characteristics. Argon would not condense or freeze out in

expansion through large pressure ratios in the driver nozzles of the ejector

systems. Calculations were made (included in the Appendix) to show the opti-
mum flows, driver stagnation pressure levels, and sizes of the staged ejectors
used ahead of the oil vapor boosters. A standard ejector program (Ref. 12)

was used to size each of the ejectors based upon the knowledge that the driver
flows are within the continuum flow regime through their respective nozzle
throats. The expanded supersonic flows are mainly within the transition flow
region. Corrections for wall effects will have to be made in designing
ejector driver supersonic nozzle bells; this was not done at the present level
of effort. The shapes of the ejector suction sections were derived from the

shapes of commercial ejector systems for the low pressure stages. A summary

of the prebooster stage conditions are tabulated in Table 4. A block diagram
of system operating conditions including the three argon prebooster stages,

the oil vapor boosters, and the two mechanical stages of vacuum pumps is shown

*in Figure 6 (typical of each of the 10 or 12 parallel flow pumping systems).

A layout of the oil vapor booster and referenced vacuum system is shown in

Figure 7. The modifications which are required to add the argon preboosters

to the oil vapor booster system are shown in Figure 8.

A number of prebooster system characteristics of interest are given in
Table 4. The driver pressures of the argon ejectors range from a fraction of

one torr to approximately ten torr. This means that the recirculated argon

gas can be supplied, for example, from the exhaust system at an intermediate

pressure below atmospheric. The outlet pressure of 50 torr from the Roots

blower stage seems to be ideal; adequate pressure margin is available for flow

losses and control of flow rate in the driver supplies to individual ejectors.

The inlet pressure to the first stage of argon prebooster is higher than 10-4
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ballasted around the first-stage mechanical pumps from this reservoir to pro-

vide a stable intermediate pressure argon source. The vacuum tank itself has

dished heads which are removable. Standard compression-type elastomer seals

are used with bolted lugs to fasten the heads and shell. The shell is consid-
ered to be nominal 25 mm (I inch) aluminum plate in this referenced design

which is fabricated from single sheets with a single longitudinal weld, and
with girth welds between the formed ring sections under each of the rein-
forcing rings. A preliminary stress analysis was performed. Arc interactions

have not been addressed in this study except for the recognition that an insu-

lating liner would be provided. The electrical power requirement for the

pumping system could range upwards from 1 megawatt (each oil vapor booster

requires 90 kW maximum).

Operating pressure level versus mass flow rate is shown in Figure 8 for a
progressive. series of vacuum system designs. Flow capacity curves are shown

in Figure 8 for two and ten oil vapor boosters, and for ten argon prebooster!

oil vapor booster vacuum pump sets. These pumping systems can be compared

with the Stuttgart facility and with the desired MPD thruster operating point.

A diffuser having a pressure recovery factor of three (or more) is considerea

necessary to meet the desired operating condition.

The addition of argon preboosters to the basic vacuum tank and oil vapor
booster system is shown in Figure 9 in partial detail. In this conceptual
design, the oil vapor booster pumps are moved outward from the tank, turned
180 degrees, and the three stages of prebooster ejectors interposed. The

vacuum tank is raised in elevation to allow centerline porting. In order to

"package" the preboosters in an available building, the first stage had to be

designed for minimum volume and length. Thus, the first stage of the pre-

booster system is a disk-shaped ejector with a ring-type driver manifold-
nozzle as shown in detail C-C of Figure 9. The performance of this annular

flow first stage is expected to be less than that of a coaxial ejector

(Ref. 13). The second and third stage ejectors are coaxial with the discharge

ducting, with separation distances and angles sized with reference to commer-

cially designed diffusers for multistage oil vapor diffusion pumps. The argon

prebooster/oil vapor booster combination pumping system (with diffuser)

offered a clean (from a contamination standpoint), most controllable, most
energy efficient, and most compact packaged vacuum system that promised to

meet the stated vacuum and flow rate requirements.

CONTINUOUS CRYOPUMPING SYSTEM

A number of cryogenic fluid cooled "cryopumping" systems were considered.

Commercially available pumps are limited in capacity (,,20,000 i/s) and must be
periodically regenerated, necessitating i.nutdown at regular intervals.

Cryopumping is based upon the fact that gas molecules will stick to sur-

f races that are significantly below the gas triple point temperature. The

saturation vapor pressure of argon is less than 10- torr at 30 K. Gas flow



to the cryopanel is essentially sonic so that the flow rate capacity of the
cryopanel is dictated by the static pressure (vacuum level) and the available

projected area (normal to the flow). Bailey (Ref. 14) derives cryopumprng
capacity relationships; his criteria were used to size the following cryogenic
systems.

Figure 10 depicts an early concept of an ANL-designed cryopumping system

which also suffers from the "batch mode" requirement for regeneration. In

this concept, the MPD thruster plume flows through a supersonic diffuser/en-

thalpy extractor which recovers pressure and removes most of the enthalpy of

the plasma. (The diffuser is described later in this report.) The cryopanel

is depicted as a double surface panel operated at 30 K, sandwiched between two

chevron panels at 77 K. The 30 K cryopanel is cooled by gaseous helium from a

recirculating system that includes an external commercial compressor, heat

exchanger, and engine-expander refrigeration system. The two chevron radia-

tion heat shields are cooled by liquid nitrogen supplied from an external

dewar system. Plume flow-out of the diffuser is at subsonic velocity and

either impinges directly on the front face of the cryopanel or flows around to
the back face and condenses there. The enthalpy load from the condensing and

solidifying gas (argon flow rate of 6 g,'s) is less than 1000 watts, of wnich
15 watts are due to radiation and conduction neat losses from the surround-

ings. Approximately 70% of the cryopanel "speed" is obtained at the front
surface. At this flow rate of 6 g/s, the solid argon buildup exceeds one
millimeter per hour. With solid argon buildup, pumping effectiveness

diminishes, limiting test time. Therefore, a continuous cryopumping system

was considered to be necessary.

Figure 11 depicts a modification to the referenced vacuum system of Fig-

ure 10 which incorporates a mechanical scraper and solid argon removal system.

One or more radial arms having sharp "doctor blades" physically scrape the
accumulated solid argon from the surface of the cryopanel at time intervals

that are short compared to a critical buildup time (one hour). Thus, the

cryopanel surface is continually "renewed" in its effectiveness. From thermo-

dynamic/kinetic considerations, the argon is expected to be frozen out in the

form of "snow" rather than a tenacious "hard ice" film (Ref. 15). The

scrapings of solid argon fall into a cryocooled receptacle located above a
cryogenic valve. By opening and closing the cryocooled valve, the solid argon

is deposited periodically into the bottom chamber which is alternately cooled

and warmed. During the warming process, the argon is vaporized and pumped out

through the exhaust system.

In Figure 12, a second continuous cryopumping concept is presented. This

concept features a "thermal scraper" for the solid argon. A single radial
"omega" shaped duct (see Figure 13 for cross-sectional detail) moves azimutnly

around the cryopanel surface. An electric heater in the duct supplies thermal

energy at a rate which is proportional to radius, and at rates (..l kW) that
are sufficient to vaporize the resident solid argon stored within a honeycomb
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structure bonded to the cryopanel face. Lip seals on each side of tne omega

channel limit leakage flow back into the vacuum chamber to insignificant

amounts. A coaxial duct connected to the radial omega duct is used with a

rotating seal to pipe the gasified argon directly to roughing pumps. This

cryopumping system feature results in an argon pressure rise from the low 1T-4

torr range up to 10 torr for external pumping by a small capacity roughinz
pump (60 i/s).

AXISYMMETRIC LINEAR INDUCTION PLASMA PUMP (ALIPP)

The plasma pump concept is based upon using an electromagnetic (EM) pump
to raise the pressure of the plasma in the vacuum chamber. (EM pumps are com-

monplace in liquid metal pumping systems.) In the present case, the pumped

fluid is the ionized plasma from the MPD thruster. (At high temperatures, the

gas is fully ionized and becomes a plasma.)

The function of the EM pump is to lower the velocity while raising the
pressure of the MPD plume from approximately Mach number = 6 and pressure

equal 10-4 torr to a subsonic velocity and a pressure that matches the down-

stream pumping system. However, high Mach number and low pressure conditions

are maintained at "he thruster end of the chamber while the subsonic high

pressure condition (10-1 to 1 torr) prevails at the downstream end, where a

conventional mechanical pumping system can handle the gas load.

The physical layout of the ALIPP is shown in Figure 14. The reference

vacuum tank is fitted with a series of solenoid wound field coils along the

axis around the inner periphery of the vacuum tank. It is expected that, due
to the radial forces generated by ALIPP, the plasma will be confined near the

core of the tank without touching the coils. An "egg crate" type diffuser/

heat exchanger (enthalpy extractor), described later, is located downstream of

the field coils and ahead of the external vacuum pumping system. Reference 16
proposes a similar device for plasma acceleration and briefly discusses the

principle of operation where a traveling wave is applied to the plasma. In

Ref. 17, a one-dimensional analytical model was developed for performance

predictions of a traveling wave EM pump and some results were presented. In
Ref. 18, experimental results were presented showing that a similar device,

operating as a plasma accelerator, could be operated at roughly 50% effi-

ciency. In the traveling wave pump, electrodes do not contact the plasma,

which is a major advantage because electrodes are usually subject to rapid

erosion at the current densities considered for plasma propulsion.

In general, such a device can be operated either as an accelerator or as

a pump, depending upon the particular application and the boundary conditions

downstream of the flow. In the accelerator mode, it accelerates the flow to

supersonic velocities, whereas in the pump mode flow is decelerated to pos-

sibly subsonic velocities, depending on the downstream pressure. According to
Ref. 19, in the pump mode, enthalpy, pressure, and gas density all rise along

the direction of flow while velocity falls.
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Reference 20 gives a rather detailed analytical treatment of annular
linear induction pump for liquid metal applications. Referring to Figure 15,

the operating principle of the ALIPP can be understood as follows. A series

of coils are placed inside the vacuum chamber far enough aownstre~.m of the
tnruster so as not to disturb the exnaust plume. A three-phase aiternating

electric current excites the coils and generates a traveling magnetic fieid
which propagates along the part of the chamber which contains the coils. The
shape of the B-field lines at one instant in time is shown in Figure 15. Both

radial and axial components of the magnetic field exist at most points inside
the coils. Because of the axial symmetry, there is no azimuthal magnetic
field. Through Maxwell's equations in the following form,

A -VxE
at

the time varying B-field induces azimuthal current flow in the ionized plume
of the MPD thruster. This current interacts with the axial component in the

B-field to' produce radial forces on the plume. The induced current also
interacts with the radial component of the traveling field to produce the

desired axial pumping forc on the plume.

The axial pumping force per unit volume is proportional to the plasma

conductivity (o), the strength of the radial component of the B-field (Br) ,

and the difference between the plasma velocity (Vp) and the wave velocity (Vw)

of the traveling field as follows:

F - o(Vw - V p)Br 2

If the traveling magnetic wave is moving faster than the plasma, the

pumping force will be in the direction of motion of the plasma. If the down-

stream pressure is low, the plasma will accelerate and can reach supersonic

velocities; in this case the device acts as an accelerator. On the other
hand, if the downstream pressure is higher than upstream, the device will act

as an EM pump, thereby slowing the gas while increasing pressure, which is the

objective.0
A rough estimate of the performance of this device shows that, for a ra-

dial component of the magnetic field (Br) of 1000 gauss (0.1 Tesla), a plasma

conductivity of 10 S/m (corresponding to an argon temperature of 3800 K and

pressure of 10- 4 torr, per Figure 16), and a relative velocity of 25,000 m,'s,

a pressure gradient of 2500 N/m 3 (18.8 torr/m) is possible. So it seems quite

possible to maintain an overall pressure distribution in the vacuum chamber
having 10- 4 torr at the MPD thruster exhaust and I0-' to 1 torr at the outlet

of the ALIPP.

However, for the ALIPP to work as intended, the applied traveling B-fielJ

0. must penetrate the plume to apply the Lorentz (JXS) body force on the ionized

gas. This can occur if the magnetic Reynolds number is small or moderate. In

0.4.14,
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this case, the applied traveling magnetic field will penetrate the plasma to a
distance referred to as the skin depth (6). The skin depth is inversely pro-
portional to the product of the plasma electrical conductivity (a), the plasma
permeability (p), and frequency of the traveling wave (v). The skin depth (6)
is given by the following relation:

6 =(2/aww)

where w = 2wv.

Figure 17 presents the variation of the skin depth as a function of argon

temperature (conductivity) with the AC frequency of the traveling field as a
parameter. There is flexibility in selecting feasible frequencies and skin

depths.

According to the behavior described above, the overall flow field will

appear as follows. The plume entering the ALIPP will be at a Mach number = 6
and at a static pressure of 10- 4 torr. The plume will be decelerated by the
ALIPP to approximately Mach number = 1 (or lower). In this region of the

ALIPP operating characteristics, the electromagnetic forces on the plume will

be pushing the plume forward while increasing gas density and pressure. In
other words, the ALIPP will act on the plume in a classical pumping fashion;
it will add energy to the flow by further increasing the pressure and density
while reducing the velocity accordingly. The traveling wave speed is set by

the requirement that the ALIPP exhaust velocity be sonic at the discharge
pressure, as set by the vacuum pump backing system (0.1 to 1 torr). The
remaining ALIPP parameters, such as the traveling field wave length, the field

strength, and the overall coil structure length, are set by optimally matching
the ALIPP discharge pressure with the backing system pressure.

It is anticipated that adequate electrical conductivity will remain in
the MPD thruster plume to satisfy feasibility requirements. If further work
shows this to be questionable, a reduced conductivity can be compensated for

by either increasing the magnitude of the traveling wave B-field or by re-
ionizing the plume. A number of means can be employed to reionize the plume,

such as microwave heating, electron-cyclotron or ion-cyclotron resonance
heating, electrothermal heating by a separate E- or B-field system (Ref. 21),
or perhaps by reionization of the gas along the first few coils of the ALIPP

itself (Ref. 18).

A final point should be mentioned. The previous discussion has been de-
veloped under the assumption that the plasma being pumped by the ALIPP is a
relatively dense, collision dominated, continuum gas. rhis is most probably
true in the core of the plume but, near, its edges and outside the plume, tne

gas entering the ALIPP will be at an equilibrium pressure of roughly ?o - 4

torr. In this annular region around the MPD plume, free molecular flow pre-
vails and the mean free path is approximately 50 cm (Ref. 22). However, ions

and electrons will be pumped by the traveling B-field is they spiral around
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the field lines at their respective Larmor radii. Further investigation of

this point is needed.

GASDYNAMIC DIFFUSER/ENTHALPY EXTRACTOR

All of the proposed candidate pumping concepts need a gasaynamic aif-

fuser/enthalpy extractor to operate within the MPD thruster requirements of

6 g/s flow of argon at an ambient static plume pressure of 10 torr. The

argon prebooster and oil vapor booster combined system and each of the cryo-
pumping systems need a gasdynamic diffuser that is located upstream of the

active pumping system. The ALIPP pump needs an enthalpy extraction heat

exchanger downstream of the solenoid coil structure; gas diffusion with the

intent of additional pressure recovery is a lesser requirement with the ALIPP

system than with the others.

Design of the diffuser structure is entirely dependent upon the plume

size and enthalpy load. If the plume is fully expanded within the vacuum
chamber, the plume's dynamic head is at a minimum; also, local heat transfer

loads in terms of heat fluxes to the diffuser are lowered. The diffuser con-

cept for this study is shown in Figure 18. It was designed for the largest

plume expansion case in order to size the vacuum vessel. The integrals of
enthalpy extraction and pressure recovery throughout the diffuser and the

coupling between them as a function of plume size are unknown. However, some

trends can be predicted a priori to testing prototypic hardware. With a
condensed (small diameter) plume, the dynamic head will be increased due to

the high density of the gas even if velocities remain invariant. It would be

expected that a higher absolute pressure recovery is possible with a plume
that is concentrated near the axis of the diffuser structure. With the

concentrated plume, the heat transfer from ionization energy deposition on
diffuser structure would be higher -- again corresponding to the higher plasma

density. There is an indication (Ref. 23) that the plume expansion charac-

teristic is dependent upon controllable thruster design parameters and upon

controllable magnetic interaction parameters; also the heat fluxes from a

dense plume could be expected to be extremely high and concentrated near the

leading edge of the structure. Thus, a first design of the diffuser might opt

for a plume that is concentrated as much as possible to achieve the highest

degree of pressure recovery but keeping heat fluxes within established cooling

capabilities. Existing convective cooling methods can handle approximately

20 kW/cm 2 routinely. (Higher fluxes can be tolerated under special circum-

starices.) With an enthalpy load within the plume of approximately 2 or 3
* megawatts (from 6 g/s of argon plasma considering an approximate 50% ener,'y

transfer from the arc to the gas), the enthalpy should be spread out over, an
area of at least 150 cm2 . A minimum plume diameter is probably 30 cm accord-

ing to this criterion (and the supposition that deionization heat fluxes
correspond linearly with potential flow characteristics). It is further"

assumed that the major portion of the total enthalpy extraction (ionization
energy) will take place near the leading edge of the diffuser. The remaining
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thermal energy will be dissipated along the remaining surface of the diffuser
according to classical heat transfer correlations. With these assumptions,
the pressure recovery is seen to be essentially decoupled in effects from the
enthalpy extraction, unless "bow shocks" are set up by the "deionization
flows" at the diffuser inlet. To determine whether this will occur is the
legitimate objective of future experiments.

(Remarks: Hypersonic low Reynolds number flow within a constant area
diffuser has not been studied extensively within the free molecular
and transition regimes that would characterize operation of the pro-
posed facility. The mean free path of the gas molecules is of the
order of the lateral dimension of the diffuser elements. The extent
of "analysis" conducted in Phase A was consultation with rarified flow
gas dynamicists who had experience in continuum hypersonic flow at low
Reynolds number. "Rules of thumb" were extrapolated generously with a

corresponding severe "safety factor" applied to estimated pressure
ratios.

We do not anticipate a defined "shock structure" in the straight
duct diffuser elements -- the starting mean free path (MFP) is too
long. At a shock thickness of 5 to 10 MFP, the shock would be nearly
as thick as the design length of the diffuser (20 diameter). Wall
interaction effects that define pressure loss/gain will probably
require analysis based upon Monte Carlo techniques, since integral
equations are involved. This extent of analysis was beyond Phase A
funding limits.)

1
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COSTS

Certain building, services, and systems features are common to the three
concepts described previously. The costs for these encompass the following
items:

" Building

" Installed electrical power and services

" Vacuum chamber
" Gasdynamic diffuser
* Mechanical roughing/backing system
* MPD thruster power supply

Three vacuum pumping concepts have been described, all sharing the common

features described above. They are
* Argon Prebooster/Oil Vapor Booster Pumping System

* Continuous Cryogenic Pumping System
- Mechanical scraper
- Thermal scraper

* Axisynrnetric Linear Induction Plasma Pump (ALIPP)

Costs are presented for preparation of the building and necessary
services. Costs for complete MPD thruster test facilities located in the

building are presented separately for purposes of comparison. The cost esti-
mates are based upon the referenced designs, which assume that development and

testing of critical components have been completed. Pill costs are rough
estimates, based upon minimal conceptual design, and should be used for early
planning purposes only. Contingency and escalation are not included. Facil-
ity operating cost and consumables are not addressed here; they will be
treated when there is better definition of the facility.

COMMON COSTS

Facility Costs

Building and Services Costs:

" Auto-transformer and cables for MPD
thruster power supply: $200K

" Cooling water, etc., connections: 20K

" Building preparations: 20K

* Miscellaneous small items: 10K

Total cost for housing the Test Facility: $250K
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Components Common to All Systems

Major Procurements:

" Vacuum chamber with insulated lining
(chamber dimensions: 20' dia x 60' long): $380K

" Diffuser (10' long x 19' dia): 312K

" Representative mechanical roughing/backing
system comprising 4 modules, each of which
contains a Roots blower, mechanical pump,
interconnecting piping, and electropneu-
matic valves (cost/module = $50K): 200K

Total cost of procured common items: $892K

Installation:

Miscellaneous material $ 20K

Engineering:

" Staff and technical support for design

and procurement of common major items: $3OK

" Staff and technical support for installa-

tion of common major systems: $150K

Total Installation & Engineering Costs $47OK

Total Common Components Costs (installed cost
of vacuum chamber, diffuser, and roughing/
backing system): $1362K

ARGON PREBOOSTER/OIL VAPOR BOOSTER SYSTEM

Major Procurements:

" Ten oil vapor booster pumps
(cost/pump = $150K) $1500K

" Ten 36-in. elbows (cost/elbow = $1OK) lOOK

" Ten elongated reducers
(cost/reducer = $20K) 200K

" Ten bellows (cost/bellows = $1OK) lOOK

Total cost of procured items: $1900K

Fabricated Parts:

" Ten sets of prebooster details
($37.2K/set) $372K

" Miscellaneous details 37K
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Engineering:

Staff and technical support for design,
fabrication, and installation: $211K

Total costs for Fabricated Parts & Engineering $620K

Installed Cost of System (procurements
plus fabrication plus engineering) $2520K

Common Costs (from A.2 above) + 1362K

Subtotal $3882K

Assume I&C cost is 15% of Subtotal + 582K

Total installed cost of Argon Prebooster/Oil Vapor
Booster System excluding building and services costs: $4464K

CONTINUOUS CRYOGENIC SYSTEM

There are two continuous cryogenic pumping system concepts, namely, the
mechanical and the thermal scraper designs. They are similar in scope and
share many common features so that cost differences are small. Accoroingly,
only the mechanical scraper costs are presented.

Major Procurements:

* Helium Refrigeration System delivering
20K gaseous helium with a capacity of
1000 watts of cooling at the cryopanel: $450K

e Cryogenic piping and plumbing: lOOK

- Cryogenic gate valve: 16K

* Motor drive and seals, etc. 20K

Note: The liquid nitrogen supply for the
radiation shields will be a leased
system and included as part of the
operating costs.

Total cost of procured items: $586K

Fabricated Parts:

e Cryopanel (19' dia): $60K

* Radiation shields and baffles: 68K

o Special dewars: 27K

* Scraper: 12K

* Miscellaneous parts: 20K
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Engineering:

Staff and technical support for design,
fabrication, and installation: $300K

Total costs for Fabricated Parts and Engineering $487K

Installed Cost of Cryogenic System (procurements

plus fabrication plus engineering) $1073K

Common Costs (from A.2 above) + 1362K

Subtotal $21435K

Assume i&C cost is 20% of Subtotal + 487K

Total installed cost of Cryogenic Pumping System

excluding building and services costs: $2922K

ALIPP SYSTEM

0 Major Procurements:

Power supply (100 kW, 100 kfz): $600K

Fabricated Parts:

* Induction coil (19' dia,
20 turns/phase, 3 phase): $144K

e Cooling system: 50K

e Miscellaneous parts and cable: 50K

Engineering:

Staff and technical support for
V, design and installation: $250K

.~ Installed cost of ALIPP System (procurements
plus fabrication plus engineering) $1094K

* Common Costs (from A.2 above) + 1362K

Subtotal $2456K

Assume I&C cost is 20% of Subtotal 491K

Total installed cost of ALIPP System excluding
building and services costs: $2947K

SUMMARY OF COST ANALYSES

The cost in FY 86 dollars to furnish each of the three systems is sum-
marized in Table 5. Development and building preparation costs are itncluded.
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RATIONALE FOR PHASE I TEST PROGRAM

The Phase I effort resulted in conceptual development of three aovancea

vacuum pumping concepts for application to ground testing of MPD thrusters
having flow rates up to 6 g,'s, at a vacuum level of 10 . 4 torr, ard wtn power

dissipation by the thruster plume of several megawatts. Each of these ad-
vanced pumping concepts requires a diffuser/enthalpy extractor to operate at

the stated vacuum and flow conditions. Consequently, priority development

should be in this area. With a consistent specification of hardware and aux-

iliary equipment, testing would be perfocmed on a subscale but still signif-
icant power, flow, and thrust levels to facilitate the amount of relevant

design data to be obtained.

1The test program to be undertaken in FY 1986 is constrained by a rela-

tively low funding level. Existing AFRPL vacuum facilities, augmented by a
megawatt power supply from ANL, are planned to be used to maximize the gener-

ation of useful data within that constraint. Since no thruster development
can be undertaken, existing thruster(s) from Princeton will likely be needed.

S--A basic consideration is that the test program should be planned so that the

-- data applies to more than one pumping concept (preferably to serve as a dis-
criminator between concepts) aria helps in defining the parameters tnat go into
the advanced pumping system design.

The discussions in the last section establish clearly the essential

technical issues that need experimental resolution at the earliest stage of
the program. Virtually all of the problems and concerns with the proposed
concepts have to do with the interaction of the plume with the first solid
surface encountered. This is independent of the pumping concept proposed.
Very little experimental or theoretical information is available on the

subject and it clearly forms the prime topic for early experimental study. A

carefully constructed test program to address this issue can have significant

implications not only on MPD thruster research but on other related R&D as

well.

.:.
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SUMMARVY AND CONCLUSlJ IS

A conceptual design effort for specifying a gr'ounrj-tas d moer1te vucu m
system having high Clow throughput capability was conduct4 Ir. support oI I e
-eveiopment of magnetopiasmaoynamlc (MPD) t rusters fer : Ve .

miss ions. Vacuum system manofacturers were contacted tc assess tne presert
status and availability of many types of commercial vacuum pump systems.

Literature was surveyed to assess capability and availability of existing

vacuum facilities. It was established that existing pumping systems and

facilities are not able to meet the simultaneous requirements of MPD testing.

Three advanced vacuum pumping concepts were developed which do meet the pro-

jected requirements of MPD thruster testing. All three concepts -- argon

prebooster, cryopumping, and axisymmetric linear induction plasma pump (ALIPP)

-- require the use of a gasdynamic diffuser/enthalpy extractor. This latter

device must be developed as a preliminary to formal design of a new high flow

capacity vacuum facility.

A review of the concepts developed was performed at Princeton University

by Princeton and ANL personnel. A letter summarizing the results of the re-

view (Ref. 24) has been sent to AFRPL. Briefly, the conclusion of the review

was that tne proposed concepts presented reasonable approacnes to meet tre

demanding requirements for a steady state MPD thruster test facility. The

primary unresolved issue was the nature of the interaction between the plume

and the first physical surface it sees. This first surface interaction prob-

lem is now recognized as being universal to the design of all test facilities

and represents a topic for which little theoretical or experimental informa-

tion exists. A test program is being designed to address this question. Data

from the proposed tests will be needed before engineering design of pumping

concepts can be developed furtner.

I.

0.
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DESIGN CALCULATIONS FOR ARGON PRESOOSTER

I. Volume Flow Rate of Argon at 6 gm/s and 10- 4 Torr.

Given: W = 6 gm/s (0.013223 lbn/s)

p = 10-4 Torr (1.9342 x 10-6 lbf/in 2 )

MW = 40

Ro = universal gas constant = 1545 ft lbf

ibm OR

TI = i50 OR ( 83K cryocooled temp.)

T2 = 300 OR ( 166K near ambient temp.)

To calculate ' 150
° R and V300OR

Equation p: P (A-i)
(P.0 /f;W)T

and

= (A-2)

Applying Eqs. (1) and (2), we get

5Ol5OR = 4.3073 x 10-3 Ibm/ft 3

D300R = 2.4037 x 10- 8 lD1/ft3

I. ViSOOR = 2.7516 x 105 ft3/s

V300OR = 5.5033 x 105 ft3/s

The results calculated at a temperature of 300 OR will be adopted because
this temperature is believed to Le more realistic.

2. Number of Oil Vapor Booster Pumps Required

0. (2.1) The oil vapor booster pu.ip of Edwards High Vacuum CVC Inc.,
operates on the vapor ejection principle and has a pumping speed of
22,000 liter/s or 776.9 ft3/s. (See Fig. A-I)

Thus, number of oil booster pumps required assuming operating at near
ambient temperature of 300 °R is 5.5033 x 105-776.9 -720 units. This
value is unacceptable.

A-i
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(2.2) The inlet diameter of this pump is 3 ft. Thus, the inlet

velocity is 776.9 ft3 /s t (732/4) ft2 or 109.91 ft/s.

The speed of sound at 300 °R is

[12Y\ R~ TI/22Y- gc ) = 683.19 ft/s,
[\Y+1/MW

. 109.91 _ 0.1609.
683.19

This result indicates that this pump ordinarily operates at volume flow
rates significantly lower than choked (sonic) flow.

3. Calculations of 1st Stage Prebooster Ejector

(3.1) Calculated results from 2.1 and 2.2 show that an unacceptable
number (720 units) of oil vapor booster pumps are required to handle a
flow of Argon at 6 gm/s and 10-4 Torr. Therefore preboosters are
needed to boost Argon gas from 10- 4 Torr to an inlet pressure that is
commensurate with the capacity of oil vapor boosters. In the following
calculations, the vacuum chamber is assumed to have 12 ports for instal-
ling this prebooster system.

Assuming that with an Argon "ejector" as a prebooster we can draw at
M# = 1 at a pressure of 10- 4 Torr and a temperature of 300 "R, the required
volume flow rate per port is given by

550,330 ft3/s t 12 = 45,861 ft3/s.

at

M# = 1, U = 683.19 ft/s.

:.The cross-sectional area per port

= 45861 ft3 - 683.19 ft/s

= 657.13 ft
2

or the port diameter

= (67.13 x 4/-T )0.5 ft

= 9.244 ft

This value is too big.

A-2
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In order tia t the port diaineter is of reasonable size , the suction
pressure needs to be incr3?is,1. A souiing tha t the sIC ti on pre s sujre is
now 3 x 10-4 Torr, with a iass flow rate of 0' gm/s, an,' te'iperatur., _J
3JIJ "R, the volutie flovi rate is

Vat 3 x 10-4 Torr, 300 'R = 1.0344 x 105 ft3/s

V per port = 1.5287 A 104 ft 3 ls

The cross-sectional area per port

= 1.5287 x 104 ft3/s -*633.19 ft/s

= 22.376 ft2

or, the port diameter

= (22.376 x 4/7) 0.5 ft

= 5.333 ft (64 inic;es)

The iass flow rate of Argon through each port, '4'suction

= 0.013228 lbni/s '.12

= 0.0011023 ibm/s

(3.2) Calculations of the ejector parameters that will enable the
boosting of Argon gas from an inlet pressure of 3 x 10-4 Torr to the
operating conditions commensurate with the capacity of an oil vapor
boos ter.

Employing the standard ejector prograim (Ref. 12), calculations 'qere
performed with results shown in Table- A-!, where

PR (Pressure ratio) -Psuc tion or P-ob
Pariver Poa

AR (area ratio) = Amixer (ejector throat),Adriver throat

and

TR (temperature ratio) =Tdri ver
Tsuction

The locations of these and other suction parameters are, illustrated in d
"ascheitiatic of an ejector shown in Fig. A-2.

Case A

Choose PR = 0.001,

AR = 300,
and 

R = 5
A- 3



then

Pdriver = Poa = 0.3 Torr,

Tdriver = 1500 °R,

and from the ejector optioization program,

'W b/Wa suction / -driver = 0.600426,

and

P3/Pob = Pejector outlet / Psuction = 5.46617

Assuming a 90% efficiency, the "actual"

W/b/Wa = 0.5404

P3/Pob = 4.9196

WIdriver = IWa = 0.0011023 ibm/s L 0.5404

= 0.00204 ibm/s

The choked nozzle flow equation is given by

0.5 RW (A-3)

With

IWa =0.00204 Ibm/s,

Toa =1500 -R,

C0 = 0.9,

Poa = 0.3 Torr or 0.005803 Ibf/in 2,

0 Y = 1.67,

MW : 40,

gc = 32.2 ft lbm/Ibf sec 2 ,

and

R = 1545 ft Ibf/lIbm °R,

then

r A* = Adriver throat = 21.609 in2

or

Ddriver throat = 5.2453 in.

• A- 4



With

AR 2 Amixer/Adriver throat : 300,

Amixer = 6482.6 in2

or

Dmixer = 7.57 ft.

Case B

Choose

PR = 0.0005,

AR = 600,
and

TR = 5,

then

Pdriver = Poa = 0.6 Torr

Tdriver = 1500 °R,

From Table A-i,

Wb/Wa (actual) = 0.617575 x 0.9 = 0.5558,

and

P3/Pob (actual) = 5.51343 x 0.9 = 4.9621

Then,

Wdriver = Wa = 0.0011023 Ibm/s = 0.0019833 Ibm/s
0.5558

Poa = 0.6 Torr or 0.011605 lbf/in
2 .

Substituting the values of Wa, Toa, Cd, Poa, Y, MW, gc, and R into
the choked nozzle flow equation, we obtained Adriver throat
= 10.505 in

2

and

Ddriver throat = 3.657 in.

A-5
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Since

AR A:iixer/\Jriver t'irj.,

thus

Afixer =5303 in' ,

and

mDmixer = 7.45 ft.

(3.3) Calculations of Driver Nozzle, Mixer, on First Stae Outl et

ron Table A-i, for the case of AR = 600 and PR = 0.0005, we obtain

P1/Pob = Pnozzzle exit / Psuction = 0.511492

Pnozzle exit = P1 = 0.511492 x 3 x 10-4 Torr = 1.53448 x 10-4 Torr

Pnozzle exit/Pojzzle inlet = P1/Poa

- 1.53448 x 10- 4/0.6 = 0.0002557

Applying the values of Pl/Poa to a standard isentro ic Flow table
for ideal gas, we obtain

r1nozzle exit 8.91403,

Tnozzle exit / Toa = 0.036207

and

Anozzle exit / Adriver throdt = 46.94

Then,

Anozzle exit : (10.535)(46.94)in2 = 493.1 in',

')nozzle exit 2 3.657 in x (46.94)0.5 = 25.05 in,

and
Tnozzle exit = (1500 "R)(0.036207) = 54 OR

Wt = Total Argon flow rate = 0.0019833 lbn/s + 0.001023 ibm/s,. .1

" = 0.0030856 ibm/s

*. A-6
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The gas temperature in the mixer, Trix (assuming constant Cp)

= (W'a Tnozzle exit + Mb Tob)/(.d3 + Mb)

= [0.0019833(54) + 0.0011023(300)3/0.3038650

= 142 *R

At the exit of the first stage ejector,

Wt = 0.0030856 Ibm/s

T = 142 *R

P3/Pob (actual) = 4.9621

or

P3 = 4.9621 x 3 x 10- 4 Torr

= 1.43363 x 10- 3 Torr

= 2.3793 x 10
- 5 lbf/in 2

Pexit = = 7.5595 x 10- 7 ibm/ft3
RT

Vexit = ,'It = 4.08176 x i03 ft3/s

Pexit

However, one oil vapor booster pump can only handle a volume flow rate of
776.9 ft3/s, therefore, a second "preooost" stage is required. (Note,
-63 oil vapor pumps are needed in this case).

4. Calculations of a Second Stage Ejector

Utilizing the standard ejector prograi (Ref. 12), calculations were
perfor-med for a second stage ejector with results shown in Table A-2,
where

b = :suctio 0.0030856 Ibm/s (per port)

* Pob Psuction : 1.43863 x I0-3 Torr : 2.8793 x 10-5 lbf/in 2

Tob =142 *R

Case A

Choose

pR Pob = 0.001,

Poa

A-7
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Po Pdriver 2.'379 3 x j~j-2 lbf/inI. (1.43333 Torr)

'S ' s ti cu 'i.ij t ,- vailis of T ID "!a, CO (W.95), '-oa, -Y '114, j., imO R into
t~ie choked nuzzl, ' fl. oqua tiuon, .ii2

A tirnoat =A* =10. 1245 jfl2

Odriver tiru)at 3-S? ill

t)2r>fore,

Ai,.ixer = 23J x 1;).1245 =2332 in2

3rii.xer = '. ~

.ase 3

Choose

PR 0.0,

A" 503,

A and

Toa 17) '
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tneln

,,D (actual) . x J7 34 7 = 3

.1

"a 'river = .J&4791 l :;/s,

Pob Psuction

Poa - PoD = 2.793 x - 5 1 bf/in=- - 0.057506 lDf/in 2  (2.977 orr)
PR 3.J;0G5

Substitutinr the values of Toa, a, CD, a Poa, ' gc anu R into the
choked nozzle flow equation,

we obtain

4driver throat = 5.11437 in2

and

Oariver throat = 2.552 in

Therefore

Amixer = 500 x 5.11487 in2 = 2557 in2

and

Dmixer = 57.06 in.

Results of Cases A and 3 indicate that changing the pressure ratio of the
driver and the suction does not affect the mixer size significantly.
Thus, results from Case B were used for further calculations.

Exit Conditions of Nozzle

From Table A-2,

P1/Pob = 0.516362

since

Pob = 0.0005,

Poa

PI = 0.0005 x 0.516362 = 0.00025318

Poa

Applying the results of Pl/Poa to a standard isentropic flow table for ideal

gas, we obtain

A-9
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nozzle exit =

Ancz.le exit/Adriver throat = 46.73,

and

Tnozzle exi'Tiri ver = -. 33632

then

Anozzle exit = 46.73 x 5.1149 in2 = 239 in2 ,

Dnozzle exit = 17.445 in,

Tnozzle exit = 3.03632 x 1500 OR = 54.5 OR

total Argon flow rate

= U.00306 + C0.0047916 = 0.U073772 Tbi/s

Tmix= gas telperature in the mixer (assumIing constant Cp)

i= 0.C030+5 x L42 + . 47913 x 54.5
.pJ 3. & 7d772

= 91.9 OR

From Table A-2,

P3/Pob = 5.62312

:.?3 = second stage ejector exit pressure

= 5.62812 x 2.S793 x 10- 5 lbf/in2

= 1.6205 x iU- 4 lbf/in 2 (3.3761 x 1j-3 Torr)

S.P3 (P4W) = 6.57397 x 10- 6 lbm/ft 3
P e x i t - ~ .1

Vexit : Wt/oexit = 1198.2 ft3/s (per port)

However, one oil vapor booster pump can only handle a volume flow rate of
776.9 ft3 /s, and, therefore, a third "preboost" stage is neeued.
(,OTE: ',.,e now need 13 oil vapor booster pumps instead of 12).

5. Calculations of a Thiro Stage Ejector

Results of a third stage ejector performtances calculdtei lcy the
standard ejector prograf1 kRef. 12) are listed in Table A-3, where

A-i
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Wb = KIsuction = 0.0073772 ibm/s (per port)

POD = Psuction = 1.6205 x 10- 4 lbf/in 2 (0.008378 Torr)

Tob = Tsuctio n = 91.9 -R

Choose

PR = Pob/Poa = 0.001

TR = Toa/Tob = 16 (Toa =1500 °k)

AR = Ar,lixer / Adriver throat = 300

From Table A-3,

1 Ib/,'a (actual) = 0.9 x 1.07407 0.96666

and

P3 /PoD (actual) = 0.9 x . "05017 = 4.5-15

Thus

:a = driver , lb/0. 9 6666 = 0.0081489 Ibm/s

Poa Pdriver Pob/0.O01 = 0.16205 lbf/in (8.38 Torr)

Assuming CD = 0.95 and substituting the values of Toa, Wa, CD, Poa, Y,
,*' ,W, gc, and R into the choked nozzle flow equation, we obtain

Adriver throat = A* 3.09115 in 2

0driver throat = 1.9'39 in.

Therefore

Amixer = 300 x 3.09115 in2  927 in2

and

Dmixer = 34.36 in.

Exit Conditions of Nozzle

From Table A-3,

PI/Pob = 0.519373,

Since

pob/Poa 0.001

Pl/Poa 0.0005194

A-Il



Applying the results of pl/poa to a standard isentropic flow table for
ideal gas, we obtain

MNozzle exit 7.6848,

Tnozzle exit IToa z 0.048114,

and

Anozzle exit IAdriver throat = 30.901

Then

Anozzle exit =30.901 x 3.09115 in2 = 95.52 in2

Dnozzle exit =11.028 in

Tnozzle exit z 0.048114 x 1500 'R = 72 *R

-total Argon flow rate

= 0.0073772 + 0.0081489 = 0.016026 lbm/s

Tmix = gas temperature in mixer (assuming constant Cp)

= 0.0078722 x 91.9 + 0.0081489 x72
0. 016026

= 81.9 *R

From Table A-3,

P3/Pob = 4.54515

P3 =third stage ejector exit pressure

= 4.54515 x 1.6205 x 10-4 lbflin 2

0 = 8.9859 x 10-4 lbf/in2 (0.04646 Torr)

C exit P3 (ON) =4.0905 x 10-5 lbmlft3

RTmix

exit per port = Wtexit = 391.8 ft 3/s

The results of Dmix of 34.36 in and Vexit of 391.8 ft3ls are within

thedesr rngeof pump inlet diameter of 36 in and volume flow rate of

A-i12



6. Calculations of Roots Mechanical Blowers Requirement

The oil vapor booster pumps can discharge against a back pressure
of > 3 Torr, whereas, the third stage Argon ejector needs 9 Torr. Thus,
a roots type mechanical blower is needed to boost from 2 to 50 Torr.

At

P1  2 Torr (0.038684 lbf/in
2 )

T : 530 'R

W =0.016026 lbm/s (per port)

then

0 = 2.72114 x 10 - 4 lbm/ft 3

* and

-" = / = 58.89 ft3/s or 3534 ft3/min (per port)

HP = horse power of the roots blower

with

P2/PI = 50/2 = 25.

'The horse power required assuming an efficiency of 70' is

- 1.67 x 0.038684 lbf/in 2 x 3534 ft3 /min x 144 in2/ft2 (25 0.4012 1)

(1.67-1) 0.7 33000 ft-lbf/hp min

5.6 hp per port.

The required horse power for the roots blower is small.

S.,
)pp
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Table A-I

RESULTS FOR THE FIRST STAGE EJECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM

Press Ratio is .001 Gamma A is 1.67 Gamma B is 1.67

Temp Ratio is 5 Mol Wt Ratio is I

Area Ratio Pi/Pob Wb/Wa P3/fob

200 .535545 .377528 7.75368
220 .531129 .422055 7.12957
240 .527452 .466616 6.6096
260 .524343 .511201 6.16972
280 .52168 .555806 5.7928
300 .519373 .600426 5.46617
320 .517355 .64506 5.18046

Press Ratio is .0005 Gamma A is 1.67 Gamma B is 1.67
Temp Ratio is 5 Mol Wt Ratio is I

Area Ratio PI/Pob Wb/Wa P3/Pob

400 .523678 .394371 7.82323
420 .521935 .416674 7.49314
440 .520351 .438983 7.19306
460 .518906 .461295 6.91912
480 .517581 .483612 6.668
500 .516362 .505933 6.43705
520 .515238 .528256 6.22386
540 .514196 .550583 6.02647
560 .513231 .572911 5.84322
580 .512331 .595243 5.6726
600 .511492 .617575 5.51343

A-i14
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Table A-2

RESULTS FOR THE SECOND STAGE EJECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM

Press Ratio is .001 Gamma A is 1.67 Gamma B is 1.67

Temp Ratio is 10 Mol Wt Ratio is I

Area Ratio Pi/Pob Wb/Wa P3/Pob

100 .584432 .220732 14.4851
150 .551753 .376801 9.88355
200 .535545 .533905 7.5827
220 .531129 .596876 6.95507
240 .527452 .659894 6.43194
260 .524343 .722947 5.98928

Press Ratio is .0005 Gamma A is 1.67 Gamma B is 1.67

Temp Ratio is 10 Mol Wt Ratio is I

Area Ratio Pi/Pob Wb/Wa P3/Pob

200 .56031 .243224 14.6078
250 .545688 .321587 11.8232
300 .535894 .400184 9.96683
320 .532838 .431663 9.38668
340 .530142 .463159 8.87475
360 .527747 .49467 8.41972
380 .525604 .526193 8.01261
400 .523678 .557725 7.64616
420 .521935 .589266 7.3146
440 .520352 .620815 7.01317
460 .518906 .65237 6.73791
480 .517581 .683931 6.48562
500 .516362 .715497 6.25347

A-15
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* Table A-3

RESULTS FOR THE THIRD STAGE EJECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM

Press Ratio is .001 Gamma A is 1.67 Gamma B is 1.67

Temp Ratio is 16 Mol Wt Ratio is I

Area Ratio Pi/Pob Wb/Wa P3/Pob

200 .535545 .675342 7.39659
250 .525835 .874581 5.99626
300 .519373 1.07407 5.05017

.1
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Oil ' apour booster pumps-22000 I -

''* Model'10084

- Pun'.ing sbeed (31r) '_'Co0 Is-

*Critical nbackinqh pressure 12 5 tc'r
Recommenca tckir(1 - u-'

' di~~~~clsoacemerrt 'or amr 20m''
Recommended rcktnq :u~rzS 2

E34,000

Fluid cacacity 320 hite

Heater icading (maximum) 9k
-' Warming-up time for full vernormance

at max heater input 60 min
Minimum water flow 7200 1I
Water connexson 1 -.n 6SP

SWeight 3090kg

Product description Ordering number
:P-Pump 340-380V 3 ph 50/601-z star 05- 8067-01 -330

400.-440V 3 pn 50,60Hz star 05-B067-01 -."0

-~Kit comorisino seals. fuses. etc. 14-8B067-01 -801

Fluid AP20 OI h0itre 09 -H026 -01 -052

Accessories 36,n 191 4mm i svstemr

* 5,Forl---- fullr rang of'~ vaour upludsse fluid nd s., n
Oilctio. Bote up



D W7iW~ -u se

DrvrTra Mixing Sectioni - Sect ion

~ LwPres Ounlet
Flb

Figure A-2 A Schematic of an Ejector Prebooster System
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